TimberTop Adventures Inc. and Scouts Canada
General Terms and Conditions
1. Each climber must agree to read, respect and follow all general terms and
conditions for a participant at TimberTop Adventures. In the case of minor
participants (18 years of age or younger), parents or legal guardians must
fully read and understand the general terms and conditions outlined below
and must inform their minor participants of the requirements, rules and
conditions before they arrive at TimberTop Adventures. TimberTop
Adventures reserves the right to refuse participation to anyone, and to eject
anyone from the premises at any time. Each participant must consent to the
collection, use, disclosure, and retention of their personal information by
TimberTop Adventures, as described in its privacy policy which can be found
at: http://timbertop.ca/privacy-policy/
2. Adventure activities at TimberTop Adventures include tree top touring, auto
belay jumping and rock climbing, the use of zip lines, ramps and suspended
bridges, ropes and rope swings, buoys and punching bags, pulleys and zip
pulleys, cable swings and nets; all travel either within or beyond the
designated boundaries, including without limitation on roads and trails on
uneven terrain; orientation and instructional courses and sessions; and all
other activities, events and services in any way connected with or related to
adventure activities.
3. TimberTop Adventures welcomes all scouts 8 years of age and older to
participate at our park location, provided they are in good physical and
mental health, and do not suffer from any handicaps or physical conditions
that could constitute danger to themselves or others as a result of their
participation in the adventure activities. Individuals who are under the
influence of alcohol, drugs or any other substance, are not authorized to
enter the TimberTop Adventures park area. Each participant acknowledges
that their level of participation is completely up to their own discretion,
while respecting the posted guidelines set by TimberTop Adventures for
accessing each course, and that they are the best and only judge of their
ability to participate in the adventure activities at TimberTop Adventures.
4. All climbers must wear closed toe footwear, as well as gloves for protection
while participating on the courses at TimberTop Adventures. Work or
athletic gloves are recommended, however if a participant did not bring a
pair of his or her own, TimberTop Adventures offers gloves for sale on-site
from $2.00 to $4.50 plus HST. Participants should come wearing comfortable
clothing for climbing, and any individual with long hair must have it tied
back. TimberTop Adventures has hair elastics available if required.
5. It is essential that each participant carefully listens, practices and climbs
following all safety instructions as provided by TimberTop Adventures staff.
All rules and regulations surrounding participation and being on premises
must be respected at all times. TimberTop Adventures reserves the right to
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exclude any person from participating in adventure activities that has not
adhered to the safety regulations posted and explained by staff. In the event
that a participant violates any of these rules, TimberTop Adventures declines
all responsibility for any and all liability for any property damage, loss or
personal injury to the participant or any third party resulting from
associated rule(s) violation.
The equipment provided by TimberTop Adventures, including helmets,
harnesses, zip pulleys and smart carabiners (SSB), must be used in
accordance with the instructions from TimberTop staff. This equipment
should not be swapped, or removed during participation, and must be
returned to the registration office directly after use. The equipment should
not be worn in the beach area, and if the participant needs to use the
washroom facilities, their equipment must first be removed by TimberTop
staff. Staff will properly re-harness the participant after returning from the
washroom facilities.
Each obstacle, throughout the span of a course, can only be occupied by one
climber at a time. Only 3 climbers are permitted on a platform at once, and
only one climber permitted on a ladder at a time. All participants must weigh
between 45 and 270 pounds in order to participate in the adventure
activities. Climbers 8 years of age and older must be able to reach a height of
5’3” (1.6 metres) or higher (reaching up to a point on the wall with their feet
flat on the ground) to climb on our green and blue level courses. Participants
must be 14 years of age or older, and be able to reach a height of 6’3” (1.9
metres) in order to access our black diamond level courses, and must, at a
minimum, have successfully completed our blue plus level course prior.
Participants need to pay close attention to the requirements and difficulty
level rating posted adjacent to the entrance to each course.
TimberTop Adventures has the right to stop any or all of the activities or
courses for technical and/or safety reasons that may have arisen due to fire,
weather, or similar events. In this case, the entrance fee is not refundable. In
any case, if a participant wishes to finish their adventure before their allotted
time runs out, the entrance fee will not be refunded.
Participants agree to allow TimberTop Adventures to photograph, audio
record and video them while present at TimberTop Adventures and its
adventure activities area. The images and recordings shall be and remain the
property of TimberTop Adventures for all purposes and without any
compensation or royalties owing to the participant at any time. The
participant further grants TimberTop Adventures the right to reproduce, use,
exhibit, display, broadcast and distribute to any others in their full discretion,
and create derivative works of any of these images and recordings whenever
created in any media now known or later developed for any purposes
whatsoever. The participant waives any right to inspect or approve the use of
the images or recordings and further waives all moral rights thereto.

